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Abstract : Face recognition is the capability to ascertain the identification of a person solitary or amidst multitudes of individuals. In lieu to this, deep 
learning has dominated and it has been used in recent years due to its momentous performance to solve the face recognition challenges using 
convolutional neural networks (CNN). It is a technology with enormous capabilities and diversities used in computer vison problems such as modelling 
and saliency detection, semantic segmentation, handwriting digital recognition, emotion recognition and many more. CNN architectures such has Alex 
Net, VGG are the practically known architectures that have immensely prompt new dataset for CNN model designs. This paper contributes to 
actualization of a propose CNN based on a pre-trained VGG Face for face recognition from set of faces tracked in video or image capture achieving a 
97% accuracy. Also, implementing the use of metric learning to actualized a discriminative feature from our instances. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Face represents a major part of the human used for 
recognition which helps in the transfer of information or 
communication, interpreting and understanding feelings. 
Facial images have helped to ascertain lots of information 
such as age, emotion, race, gender and others 
[1,3,4,6,12,19,34]. All these information and recognition of a 
person are effortlessly processed by the human brain, yet a 
challenge posed in the area of computer vision 
notwithstanding the different utilizations of several 
biometrics’ applications. In regards to this, variations like 
occlusion, pose, illumination, expression are common 
reasons why face recognition is still a challenge faced in the 
fields of Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision and many 
more [13]. Majorly, there are two applications of Face 
recognition: (i) identification and (ii) verification. These 
applications procure the diverse ways images can be 
classified and identified through extraction of discriminative 
features out of the images. These applications serve as the 
pre-processing phase for dimensionality reduction, noise 
cleaning and information packing [35]. Face identification 
can be regarded as a process by which a face recognition 
system feedbacks the detecting and identifying of an 
individual in a facial image input while face verification 
relies on the footing of a computational work done by 
identification application process on the face image input. It 
therefore ensures face recognition system to validate the 
identification of an individual to be true or false. Hence, with 
the condition that all pattern matching is accurate with a 
specified and desired output, the system stores individual's 
facial qualities data in a database each time a person is 
tagged in an image. Hence, adequate information is 
gathered such that the data are utilized to differentiate a 
similar face in several image. It is recommended to label 
those photos with people’s name or the person's name. 
Furthermore, face recognition has proliferated in computer 
vision over years. The initial effort was exerted in the year 
1966. A time where Bledsoe illustrated the demands 
relating to automatic facial recognition tools [8]: This 
recognition problem is characterized with great variability in 
facial expression, head rotation and tilt, aging, lighting 
intensity and angle etc. Several attempts at facial 
recognition by machine have allowed for little or no 
variability in these quantities. Yet the method of pattern 
matching of unprocessed optical data, which is mostly used 
is certain to fail in cases where the variability is great. 

Especially when pattern matching result to be low between 
two pictures of the same person with two different head 
rotations. To researchers’ surprise, face recognition still 
face the challenges Bledsoe notified in the year 1966 and 
which can be corresponded with the problem of pose-
illumination-expression. Although, avail of immerse training 
set, loss functions and different architectures useful for 
deep CNN has propagated towards limiting the PIE posed 
problems in face recognition and hereby improving the 
human-like performance accuracy positively in classification 
and verifications [9]. There exist two main ways of training 
deep CNN for face recognition is through a multi class 
classifier training to figure out different identities in a 
training set and likewise introducing a triplet loss by training 
directly on an embedding [5]. 
 

2 DEEP LEARNING 
Deep learning is a division of Artificial Intelligence. 
Machines learn to think and process on their own like 
human, thus learn through different computational models 
of several processing layers and data representation with 
lots of levels of abstraction [11]. Deep learning can be 
called differential programming. It has been used in 
different areas such as audio recognition, natural language 
processing, computer vision which are modern 
technologies. Face recognition is not an exception in this 
regard. A subcategory of deep learning is the convolutional 
neural network which will be further discussed. Deep 
learning is an algorithm of multi-layer used to extract 
features, identifying edges like letters, digits, faces. It is 
objectively a proposed technology to mimic the workings of 
the brain. The word “deep” refers to numbers of layers 
through which data is transformed and each layer 
transforms it input into an outline representation. 
 
2.1 Convolutional Neural Network 
Convolutional is a part of deep neural networks which has 
been introduced to evaluate visual images. It can be 
otherwise called a SIANN (space invariant artificial neural 
networks). It is majorly implemented as a trained multi-layer 
network to perform classification decision. It is a network 
embedded with an advantage against other conventional 
approach, hence making it a more preferred approach. It is 
an approach built to perform different tasks simultaneously 
such as features extractions, reducing data dimension, 
classification. In addition, it has been specialized to 
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separate and detect patterns in an input image, thereby 
making this approach useful in the area of face recognition. 
As explained, the modern CNN encapsulated all 
classification decision in a single system and hence makes 
room for a more processing capability of the face 
recognition system. 
 
2.2 CNN Architecture 
CNN are presented with layers called convolutional in their 
architecture. These layers receive image input, detect 
patterns and transform the input to the next layer. The 
present of filters gives these layers the necessary 
capabilities to detect and differentiate patterns. Also, each 
layer is associated with a needed filter for a specific 
function. Furthermore, the CNN consist of progression of 
layers but that can be sub grouped into part: (i) feature 
learning part and (ii) classification part. In the initial part, 
convolution and pooling are the operations performed and it 
is a point where image features are extracted and detected. 
Furthermore, the latter part stands as a classifier on the 
said extracted features. Nevertheless, there are different 
layers used for building a CNN but they are streamed down 
to (i) Convolutional layer, (ii) Pooling layer and (iii) Fully 
connected layer. 
 
2.3 Convolutional Layer 
This is a layer where the input images are convolved. This 
layer is the brain behind the CNN architecture. Convolution 
is regarded as a situation whereby a filter is applied on an 
input data (image) and gives an activation result. Also, it 
can be said as a linear operation involving multiplication 
performed between set of weights and input. It is the layer 
required for the extraction of features from an input image.  
 
2.4 Pooling Layer 
This layer is commonly and periodically used in a CNN for 
reducing the size of the inputs data to enhance the 
computational speed of the network. It works on each 
feature map independently. Hence, anytime situation of 
excessive image input arises, the pool layer section will 
reduce the number of parameters. Moreover, pooling can 
be of different types. We have: max pooling, average 
pooling, and sum pooling. Overtime, the most commonly 
used is the max pooling. Max pooling is a process called 
the sample-based discretization. It down-sample an input 
data, reducing the input dimensionality and create space for 
an assumption to be made regarding the sub-regions where 
the feature is. 
 
2.5 Fully Connected Layer 
This layer is regarded as the final stage of a CNN. Every 
input neuron has a full connection to every activation unit. 
Every process (output) done in the feature learning part are 
passed to this layer for proper classification decision or to 
predict the best label describing an image. This process is 
flattened to make a single vector of values such that each 
of it will represent a certain feature belonging to a label. 
This layer has its own backpropagation process it uses to 
determine an accurate weight. In addition, Convolutional 
neural network (CNN) is the most popular technique used in 
face recognition. It is used to tackle problems in computer 
vision [15]. CNN can be trained by two methods: (i) based 
on classification layer and (ii) based on metric learning. 

Metric learning minimizes intraclass variance and helps to 
maximizes the interclass variance [16,18]. Object detection, 
image classification, face recognition are numerous vision 
tasks that have greatly benefitted from discriminative 
representation learned via CNNs. Over time, lots of the 
scale of training dataset for CNN has emerged to obtain 
optimal accuracy such as CelebFaces+ [26], VGG face 
dataset, MS-Celeb-1M, VGGFace2, CASIA-Web Face and 
UMDFace and many more [30]. These are large scale face 
datasets but the issue associated with them is that they 
often constitute noisy signals [2,7,10,31]. This happens 
when they are collected from movies or image search 
engine. Hence, Max-Feature-Map (MFM) is an operation 
and alternative of ReLU which can be regarded as an 
implementation of maxout activation for separating the 
enormous noisy and informative signals through low-
activation neurons suppression in each layer. Lot of large-
scale network input in this approach are raw data used for 
detecting and classifying underlying patterns through 
convolve filters in multiple levels. Lightened CNN showcase 
a computational efficiency using MFM for extracting 
theoretical illustrations in face recognition and VGG-Face 
constitute it [5,10]. Both are major Deep CNN models that 
have shown high successful rate in face recognition.  The 
essence of CNN is to by-pass understanding our images 
and selecting appropriate features manually like color 
histograms, binarization, histogram of gradients and many 
more which pose a tedious work to do and which is 
extensively dependent on our original dataset, that is, 
feature engineering done on one image dataset cannot 
always be applied to another image dataset [9].  

 
3 METRIC LEARNING 
It is a contemporary development in deep learning which is 
applicable to visualizing similar images in an embedding 
manifold. This is a part of supervised learning relating to 
classification and regression. Through this, models learn 
distance functions at the preprocessing stage between 
instances. An illustration of this can be seen in [29,30] 
where triplet loss is applied to lessen image feature to a low 
dimension.  

 
Fig 1: Metric Learning with triplet loss 

 
Metric learning focus shortening the distances between 
samples or classes belonging to an identity and expanding 
the distances between samples of different identity. It 
thereby tackles difficulties associating with computing 
similarity between two faces with intra-personal variations. 
Over time, use of metric learning has resulted into a well 
discriminative features for a better visualization. 
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4 RELATED WORK 
CNN has successively proven to achieve remarkable 
results and drawn attentions of researchers in recent years 
in the field of face recognition. This section contains brief 
review on CNNs. The work [33] presented the performance 
of network fusion using three single layers (Pool4, FC, and 
SoftMax) and one combination of FC and SoftMax 
(FC+SoftMax), which is a fusion of 2 layers. It was shown 
that network fusion can greatly improve face recognition 
accuracy and performance by using separate networks to 
capture information from several regions and scaling to a 
structure of powerful face representation. Also, [20] 
proposed a two novel CNN architecture which is done by 
fusing the intermediate layer of the network, two post-
processing methods and a study on the R-CNN-based 
approaches for individual and multi-task approach without 
intermediate layer fusion. The network achieved the 
capability to understand more discriminative features and 
post-processing methods leveraged on landmarks and 
detection scores for a region. This experiment was done on 
an unconstrained dataset to demonstrate its effectiveness. 
The research on face recognition via deep embedding used 
a two-stage approach combining deep metric learning and 
a multi-patch deep CNN to achieves a high discriminative 
feature for face verification and recognition [29]. It was 
claimed that it outperforms other state-of-the-art methods 
on LFW dataset which thus obtain 99.77% pair-wise 
verification accuracy. This method proved to handle 
occlusions, variant poses and expressions. An extensive 
DL framework to learn face representation with a 
multimodal information was established in [26].  It is a 
design of a comprehensive convolution neural networks 
(CNN) with a layered stacked auto-encoder. It works to 
actively extracts correlative facial features and then get 
concatenated to structure a high dimensional feature 
vector, whose dimensions are compressed by stacked 
auto-encoder (SAE). CNN recognition ability was enhanced 
such as filters, deep structures, data augmentation, ReLU 
nonlinearity, L2 normalization and several losses on multi-
stage training. Lastly, a feature level fusion approach was 
presented using SAE to merge the extracted features from 
the CNNs to achieve an advantage of learning non-linear 
dimension reduction. In addition, combining numerous 
biometric methods for multimodal face and iris recognition 
to improve system performance was introduced in [24]. A 
system which verify the attainability of a framework 
multimodal biometric by the fusion of two biometric 
modalities face and the iris. Multimodal biometric framework 
performance depends on the technical normalization 
choices. Based on FER-2013 dataset, [32] proposed two 
novel convolutional neural networks which are unique and 
simple for selecting hyper-parameters across the layers in a 
network. It was shown that significant impact can be caused 
by number of filters and the kernel size on network 
accuracy. A proposed work showcases a deep learning-
based face recognition attendance system where a CNN for 
creating face embedding and CNN cascade for face 
detection is used in [17]. It was shown that face images in 
smaller number with a method of augmentation achieved a 
95.02% accuracy. 
 

 

 
5 METHODOLOGY 
It is not a new thing in the field of machine learning and 
deep learning that face recognition has lots of challenges 
associated with it. The major task of deep learning is 
feeding it with lots of images to learn upon. Most at times, it 
is quite appropriate to train a model with few numbers of 
instances. Also, the reproduction of the model with new 
added classes should not be required at all times. Fig 2 
shows the different component of the proposed face 
recognition model. This illustrates the different stages at 
which several instances pass through before reaching the 
output stage.  

 
 

Fig 2: The Face Recognition component  
 
The face recognition model is created with the use of pre-
trained VGG weights and applying transfer learning. Also, 
an auto-encoder is used to represent images as vectors. 
This model is carried out on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 
of 6GB VRAM. This is due to the fact that the processing 
speed of images or videos is a lot faster on GPU than using 
the CPU. Although, it is possible on CPU but it is a lot 
relieving working on a high GPU. For easy model building, 
TensorFlow framework is incorporated for its flexible 
architecture that aid excellent computational deployment. 
The model uses a CNN classifier to successfully achieve 
face detection and thereby making an appropriate contrast 
on the instance.   
 
5.1 TensorFlow 
This is a framework used for machine learning 
implementation especially for neural networks. It is an open 
source that takes in set of input as a multidimensional 
array. That is, there is a flow of operation from the input 
stage to the output stage. It is a versatile platform and 
hence has been used to implement face recognition based 
on convolutional neural networks. 
 
5.2 Autoencoder 
This is a tool used in neural networks that works to learn 
and create different representation of an input. Therefore, it 
has been used for an image compression and 
dimensionality reduction 
 
5.3 Vector Similarity 
This vector similarity is used to compare between pictures 
to know if the person in input images resembles another by 
finding the distances of the vectors(images). Sometimes, it 
can be called a Siamese network. Euclidean distance and 
Cosine distance are common methods to find distances 
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between vector. Here, we made use of cosine distance. A 
threshold is set at a lower value to 0.5. 
 
5.4 Testing the model 
Fig 3 shows that the model successfully verifies the 
instances that both person in the image are similar by 
giving a cosine similarity of 0.25 thereby loading a pre-
trained model of VGGFace in conjunction with a similarity 
metric to ascertain two faces are similar or not similar. The 
loaded similarity metric creates a similarity score between 
the faces under comparison. A threshold is also set at a 
lower value to make the face matching strict in detecting 
and comparing between the faces. 

 
Fig 3: Testing output of two instances 

 
Fig 4 shows the comparison of two images and our models 
actualized that the person in each image are totally different 
with a cosine similarity of 0.688. 

 
Fig 4: Output of different Instances 

 
Also, this proves that the higher the cosine similarity, the 
less in similarities between images. In addition to this 
model, we apply this model on camera and also using 
cosine similarity as our vector distance. This is done by 
training our model with set of instances (images). The 
model extracts the instance feature and make comparison 
with any images or person that passes through the camera. 
The extracted features are saved in a database. Hence, the 
camera captures and recognize any person or image face 
by making a comparison with feature extracted and images 
save in the database.  
 

 

  
Fig 5: Face Recognition Output on Cam 

 
This model is actually a one-shot learning and it attained a 
97% accuracy. 

 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
Face recognition has adversely impacted peoples’ life 
through the implementation of deep learning. Deep learning 
techniques has the ability to learn and train on a very large 
dataset of data, learning on low level features from raw data 
with little processing and detecting complex interactions. 
Thereby, the use of these deep learning techniques will 
integrate for a more secure system and for building 
accurate model, helping to curb the criminates act which is 
on the rise every day. The face recognition will help using 
these techniques for making more secure system for 
society, academics, researchers and also will help for future 
scope in industries. In this regard, this paper has been able 
to established that an appropriate training is needed to 
achieve a deserving result. Also, the proposed work can be 
applied to any camera footage system and use by security 
sectors to fight against crimes.  
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